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AVAILABLE DOLLAR TREE

Glass Plate

DECOART® GLASS PAINT™: 
AVAILABLE AT DECOART.COM

DGP03  Red
DGP01  White
DGP08  Green
DGP06  Yellow

DECOART® GLASS PAINT MARKERS™: 
AVAILABLE AT DECOART.COM

Black
Gold

DECOART® SOSOFT® GLASS BRUSHES: 
AVAILABLE AT DECOART.COM

#12 or #10 Flat
Liner Brush

OTHER SUPPLIES:
Water Basin
Rubbing Alcohol
Rubber Eraser
Blue Painters Tape
Paper Towels
Palette Paper

https://www.dollartree.com/search/go?w=glass%20plate
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GLASS PLATE

INSTRUCTIONS

www.decoart.com

1. Clean the plate with rubbing alcohol and let dry completely. I handle the edge with a paper towel 
to keep my finger prints off the design.

2. Print the pattern and tape to the front side of the plate with the design facing toward the back 
of the plate; tape in place.

3. Using the Black Glass Paint Marker™, draw the entire design on the back of the plate.

4. Load one corner of the brush with Red and add a touch of Green. Blend on the palette just on 
that one corner to soften the colors together. With very soft pressure, lay the paint at the base of 
the petal, up one side of the vein. Let dry completely. If you want to strengthen the look of the 
shading, repeat the step and let dry. Repeat step for all of the petals.

Reverse glass painting can be a bit tricky! However, the following steps will help make painting in 
reverse much easier… especially the tip about using the DecoArt Paint Markers to outline the 
design first!

We’ll start with the line drawing, add the shading and highlights and finally the full color. If you 
didn’t want the black outline, you could always use the DecoArt Red Paint Marker for the petals 
and the Green Paint Marker for the berries.
My number one TIP is to just lay the paint on! Don’t go over and over the stroke or it will start to 
lift the paint. Let the paint dry completely (a heat tool works great) before applying the next layer 
of paint!

If you get any paint outside the edges of the design, simply use the rubber tool and rubbing 
alcohol to clean up the unwanted paint.

https://decoart.com/


GLASS PLATE

5. Load the brush with Red and a touch of White; mix on palette. With the brush on the edge of 
the petal, pull and quickly lift the brush to add the highlight on the edges of the petal. Repeat for 
all of the petals.

6. Load the brush with Red and paint the entire petal. Remember to use a soft pressure, handle 
of the brush is almost parallel with the plate as you lay the paint on. Let dry. Add a second coat 
if desired.

The picture on the left is a picture of the back of the plate and the picture on the right is how it 
looks on the front of the plate.
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7. Dip the handle on the liner brush with Yellow and dot over the black dot on the berries. Let dry.
Dip the handle into Red and paint a dot over the Yellow dot, circling the handle just a bit to make 
the dot a bit bigger than the yellow dot. Let dry. Below is a picture of how it will look from the 
front of the plate.

8. Load the corner of the brush with Green and add some Red to the corner; blend on palette. Lay 
the paint in at the base of the holly leaves and up one side of the center vein. Let dry completely. 
Repeat if you’d like the shading to be darker. Paint the shading color in on all of the holly leaves 
and let dry.

9. Load the liner brush with Green, Yellow and White and mix on palette. Paint a highlight along 
the top of each holly leaf. Let dry completely.
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10. Load the brush with Green and Yellow and mix on palette to make a candy apple green color. 
Add a touch of White to the mix and thoroughly mix on the palette. Paint all of the holly leaves. If 
needed, paint a second coat after the first layer has dried completely.

11. Dip the end of the paint brush into White and randomly paint dots on the plate as shown in the 
finished project picture. Let dry.

12. Using the Gold Paint Marker, draw the scrolls/curlicues on both sides of the plate as shown in 
the finished project picture.

13. Clean up any paint outside the lines using rubbing alcohol and a rubber eraser tool. A Q-tip will 
work as well.

14. Allow to cure for 3 days. To make the plates top-rack dishwasher safe, place in a cold oven, turn 
oven on to 275 degrees Fahrenheit and allow the glass to bake for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, 
turn off the oven and allow the glass to cool in the oven until the oven is completely cool.

Note: If you want to paint the design on glasses, simply reduce the pattern, place design inside the 
glass and outline the design. Follow the painting instructions above in reverse.
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